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[1] Using a coupled atmosphere/ocean general circulation model, we have simulated the
climatic response to natural and anthropogenic forcings from 1860 to 1997. The model,
HadCM3, requires no flux adjustment and has an interactive sulphur cycle, a simple
parameterization of the effect of aerosols on cloud albedo (first indirect effect), and a
radiation scheme that allows explicit representation of well-mixed greenhouse gases.
Simulations were carried out in which the model was forced with changes in natural forcings
(solar irradiance and stratospheric aerosol due to explosive volcanic eruptions), well-mixed
greenhouse gases alone, tropospheric anthropogenic forcings (tropospheric ozone, well-
mixed greenhouse gases, and the direct and first indirect effects of sulphate aerosol), and
anthropogenic forcings (tropospheric anthropogenic forcings and stratospheric ozone
decline). Using an ‘‘optimal detection’’ methodology to examine temperature changes near
the surface and throughout the free atmosphere, we find that we can detect the effects of
changes in well-mixed greenhouse gases, other anthropogenic forcings (mainly the effects
of sulphate aerosols on cloud albedo), and natural forcings. Thus these have all had a
significant impact on temperature. We estimate the linear trend in global mean near-surface
temperature fromwell-mixed greenhouse gases to be 0.9 ± 0.24 K/century, offset by cooling
from other anthropogenic forcings of 0.4 ± 0.26 K/century, giving a total anthropogenic
warming trend of 0.5 ± 0.15 K/century. Over the entire century, natural forcings give a linear
trend close to zero. We found no evidence that simulated changes in near-surface
temperature due to anthropogenic forcings were in error. However, the simulated
tropospheric response, since the 1960s, is 50% too large. Our analysis suggests that the
early twentieth century warming can best be explained by a combination of warming due
to increases in greenhouse gases and natural forcing, some cooling due to other
anthropogenic forcings, and a substantial, but not implausible, contribution from internal
variability. In the second half of the century we find that the warming is largely caused
by changes in greenhouse gases, with changes in sulphates and, perhaps, volcanic
aerosol offsetting approximately one third of the warming. Warming in the troposphere,
since the 1960s, is probably mainly due to anthropogenic forcings, with a negligible
contribution from natural forcings. INDEX TERMS: 1650 Global Change: Solar variability; 1694
Global Change: Instruments and techniques; 4215 Oceanography: General: Climate and interannual
variability (3309); KEYWORDS: climate change, general circulation model, aerosols, greenhouse gases,
anthropogenic forcings, natural forcings, detection, attribution
1. Introduction
[2] Several authors [e.g., Santer et al., 1996a; Hegerl
et al., 1997; North and Stevens, 1998; Tett et al., 1999;
Hegerl et al., 2000; Stott et al., 2001] have carried out
studies in which they claimed to have detected significant
changes in temperature either at the surface or in the free
atmosphere. On decadal timescales or longer they attributed
changes over the last 30–50 years to anthropogenic rather
than natural effects, whether externally forced or due to
internal variability. Most of these studies used a variant of
the optimal fingerprinting algorithm [Hasselmann, 1993;
North et al., 1995; North and Kim, 1995; Hasselmann,
1997; Hegerl and North, 1997; Allen and Tett, 1999].
[3] Previous work has found evidence that cooling from
anthropogenic sulphate aerosols has offset warming from
changes in greenhouse gases (e.g., Mitchell et al., [1995]).
Barnett et al. [1999] and Hegerl and Allen [2002] found
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evidence that in a few cases the simulated linear trends in
northern summer temperature due to sulphate aerosols were
inconsistent with the observations. One of these cases, using
a model with an interactive sulphur cycle and a physically
based representation of the direct and indirect effect of
aerosols, had an amplitude of the ‘‘sulphate’’ component
that was inconsistent with observations. It is not clear
whether this was due to the use of a single simulation as
opposed to an ensemble, to errors in the representation of
the sulphate signal, or to neglect of other forcing factors.
The first possibility can be addressed by using an ensemble
of simulations to produce a more representative estimate of
the sulphate signal, the second by using different models to
estimate the sulphate forcing, and the third by inclusion of
other forcings.
[4] In this paper we address all three of these issues. We
use ensembles of simulations to produce a more accurate
estimate of the model’s response to forcing. We use a
different model to estimate the response to external forcing
and, in particular, use different and physically based
estimates of the direct and indirect forcing due to sulphates.
We also include estimates of the response to natural
forcings (due to changes in solar irradiance and major
volcanic eruptions), which have been neglected in many
previous detection and attribution studies. Finally, we
quantify the contribution that various combinations of
forcing agents have made to twentieth century temperature
change.
[5] Tett et al. [1999] (hereinafter referred to as T99) and
Stott et al. [2001] (hereinafter referred to as S01) com-
puted responses from the Atmosphere/Ocean General Cir-
culation Model (AOGCM) HadCM2 [Johns et al., 1997]
to solar, volcanic, greenhouse, and direct anthropogenic
sulphate forcing. They compared the responses with obser-
vations of near-surface temperature using a spatiotemporal
methodology and concluded that natural causes alone
could not explain observed changes in surface temperature
from 1946 to 1996. HadCM2 included an ocean model
with a resolution of 2.5  3.75 and needed a flux
adjustment to keep the control simulation stable and to
keep its climate close to the current climate. (Flux adjust-
ments are artificial fluxes of heat and water which vary in
space and throughout the seasonal cycle but are constant
from year to year and in all the HadCM2 simulations.) It
represented all greenhouse gases as equivalent CO2 and
represented the direct effect of sulphates as changes in
surface albedo.
[6] In the studies reported in this paper we use a new
AOGCM, HadCM3 [Gordon et al., 2000; Pope et al.,
2000]. HadCM3 has 19 atmospheric levels with a resolution
of 2.5  3.75, and the ocean component has 20 levels
with a resolution of 1.25  1.25. HadCM3 has a climate
sensitivity of 0.9 K /Wm2 corresponding to an equilibrium
warming of 3.35 K for a doubling of CO2 concentrations
[Williams et al., 2001]. In addition to an increase in oceanic
resolution, it includes many improvements on HadCM2 that
have removed the need for a flux adjustment. HadCM3
represents the radiative effects of CO2, N2O, CH4, and some
of the (hydro)(chloro)fluorocarbons (H)(C)FCs individually.
The direct effect of sulphate aerosol is now simulated using
a fully interactive sulphur cycle scheme that models the
emissions, transport, oxidation, and removal of sulphur
species. The first indirect effect of sulphate aerosol [Two-
mey, 1974], which was not represented at all in HadCM2, is
now modeled using a relatively simple, noninteractive
technique.
[7] The control simulation is stable for multicentury
integrations, and the temperature variability near the sur-
face, though not in the free atmosphere, compares well with
observations [Collins et al., 2001]. Simulated ENSO has
greater variance than observed, but its structure and time-
scale are comparable to those observed. In the free atmos-
phere the model has less variability in the stratosphere and
over parts of the Northern Hemisphere than do the obser-
vations. HadCM2 and HadCM3 show similar global mean
temperature responses to increases in greenhouse gases
during the 20th and 21st centuries, but HadCM3 shows
less tropical warming than HadCM2 due to changes in both
the boundary layer scheme and the critical relative humidity
at which clouds form [Williams et al., 2001].
[8] We present an analysis based on changes in near-
surface temperature change from 1897 to 1997. In order to
compare results with earlier work using HadCM2, we also
consider changes in near-surface temperature on 50-year
timescales, as given by T99 and S01, and changes in the
temperature of the free atmosphere on 35-year timescales
[Tett et al., 1996; Allen and Tett, 1999] (hereinafter referred
to as T96 and AT99).
[9] In the rest of this paper we first describe the simu-
lations, radiative forcings, and observations. We then
describe the simulated responses and compare them with
observations. Next, we describe the detection and attribu-
tion methodology. Section 4 starts with an outline of the
methodology we use, with the details given in section 4.1
onward. In section 5 we show the results of the analyses,
and in section 6 we give conclusions.
2. Simulations
[10] The control simulation for HadCM3 (CONTROL)
has constant, near-preindustrial forcing, and we use the first
1100 years of the simulation in our analysis. (The concen-
trations (in ppbv) used for the well-mixed greenhouse gases
are CO2, 289,600; CH4, 792.1; and N2O, 285.1. The
(H)(C)FCs all had zero concentrations.) Four ensembles
with different external forcings were carried out using
HadCM3. Each ensemble consisted of four simulations.
The ensembles are (1) GHG, where the simulations were
forced with historical changes in well-mixed greenhouse
gases; (2) TROP-ANTHRO, where the simulations were
forced with changes in well-mixed greenhouse gases (as
GHG), anthropogenic sulphur emissions and their implied
changes to cloud albedos, and tropospheric ozone; (3)
ANTHRO, similar to TROP-ANTHRO except that from
1974, stratospheric ozone decline was included; and (4)
NATURAL, where simulations were forced with the solar
irradiance time series of Lean et al. [1995a] and with a time
series of stratospheric aerosol due to explosive volcanic
eruptions [Sato et al., 1993] (both forcing time series have
been extended to 1997).
[11] Four sets of initial conditions to start the GHG,
ANTHRO, and NATURAL ensembles were taken from
states in CONTROL separated by 100 years. Note that,
for example, the first GHG and NATURAL simulations use
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the same initial conditions. All simulations except TROP-
ANTHRO start on 1 December 1859, and the 12 anthro-
pogenic simulations ended on 30 November 1999. The
NATURAL simulations were integrated to 30 November
1997. Initial conditions for TROP-ANTHRO were taken
from ANTHRO on 1 December 1974.
2.1. Forcing Factors
2.1.1. Well-mixed greenhouse gases
[12] CO2, CH4, N2O and six (H)(C)FCs (CF2Cl2, CFCl3,
CF3CFH2, CHF2Cl, CF2ClCFCl2, and C2HF5) were
included, with constant mass mixing ratios everywhere.
Historical values were used to 1990 [Schimel et al.,
1996]. From 1990 to 2000 the preliminary B2 Special
Report on Emission Scenarios (SRES) scenario was used
[Nakic´enovic´ et al., 2000, p. 373]. (Differences between any
of the SRES scenarios only occur from 2000 on, but as we
use linear interpolation to obtain intermediate values, then
our ‘‘historical’’ values will be affected by the 2000 values.)
Johns et al. [2001] describe how emissions of greenhouse
gases were converted to concentrations. Johns et al. [2001,
Tables 1a–1d] show the greenhouse gas concentrations and
sulphur emissions used in the anthropogenic simulations
described in this paper.
2.1.2. Sulphates
[13] In the ANTHRO and TROP-ANTHRO simulations
the model’s interactive sulphur cycle scheme (described by
Jones et al. [1999]) was used to compute the distribution of
anthropogenic sulphate aerosol, which was then passed to
the model’s radiation scheme [Edwards and Slingo, 1996;
Cusack et al., 1999] for computation of its direct radiative
effect. No natural emissions were included, as we assumed
that the natural background of tropospheric sulphate aerosol
was constant.
[14] Estimates of the anthropogenic SO2 emissions were
taken from Orn et al. [1996] for 1860–1970, from the
Global Emissions Inventory Activity (GEIA) 1B data set for
1985, and from the preliminary International Panel on
Climate Change SRES data sets for 1990 and 2000 [Naki-
c´enovic´ et al., 2000] and were linearly interpolated between
these times. Since the distribution of sulphate aerosol is
influenced by the height at which SO2 emissions occur, we
assumed that a fraction of the emissions originate from
elevated sources such as power station chimneys. This
fraction depends on location and from 1985 onward is
prescribed using the information in the GEIA 1B data set.
Before 1950 it is assumed to be zero, and between 1950 and
1985 the fraction is linearly interpolated in time.
[15] CONTROL had fixed cloud droplet number concen-
trations, and our simulations included only anthropogenic
sulphur emissions. Thus we computed the indirect effect of
anthropogenic sulphates on cloud albedo using two sets of
offline simulations of a modified version of HadAM3 (the
atmospheric component of HadCM3). Both sets of simu-
lations used present-day concentrations of well-mixed
greenhouse gases and seasonally varying sea surface tem-
peratures (SSTs). The first set used anthropogenic emissions
of sulphur for 1860, 1900, 1950, 1975, and 2000, as well as
natural emissions, to compute annual mean distributions of
sulphate aerosols for these years. The second set of offline
simulations was run with the radiation scheme being called
twice, using aerosol distributions calculated by the previous
set of simulations as input to these two calls. These aerosol
distributions change the three-dimensional distribution of
cloud albedo by affecting the cloud droplet concentrations
seen by the radiation scheme. The difference in cloud
albedo between the two radiation calls is a measure of the
indirect effect of the difference between the two aerosol
distributions. This set of offline runs was used to generate a
time series of three-dimensional changes in cloud albedo
caused by the indirect effect. These fields were then annual
averaged, linearly interpolated in time, and used in the
HadCM3 simulations to modify the albedo of the clouds
so as to simulate the indirect effect.
[16] In the HadCM3 simulations the radiative forcing due
to the indirect effect is 60–70% of that in the atmosphere-
only simulations used to compute the albedo perturbations,
because the meteorology is different in the coupled and
atmospheric simulations. Cloud albedo perturbations
applied to a region in HadCM3 that, unlike the atmos-
phere-only simulations of HadAM3, has no cloud, will
clearly have no effect. In areas where the coupled simu-
lation has cloud but the atmosphere-only simulation does
not, there will again be no albedo perturbation applied, as
clouds are needed in the atmosphere-only simulation to
generate this perturbation.
[17] A separate study [Jones et al., 1999], using
HadAM3 with a new cloud microphysics parameterization
[Wilson and Ballard, 1999] driven by both natural and
anthropogenic sulphur emissions, suggested that the model
has roughly half the near-surface concentration of anthro-
pogenic sulphate aerosol, compared with data from a
European network (European Monitoring and Evaluation
Programme). This implies that the direct forcing due to
anthropogenic sulphate is less than in reality. However,
because the size of the indirect effect is related nonlinearly
to the difference between the natural background and
anthropogenically perturbed aerosol, underestimating the
true aerosol concentration could increase (less natural
background) or decrease (smaller increase in aerosol) the
indirect forcing. More details on the parameterization of the
direct and indirect effects of sulphates in HadCM3 are
given by Johns et al. [2001].
2.1.3. Tropospheric ozone
[18] Three-dimensional fields of monthly-mean tropo-
spheric ozone were computed using the STOCHEM chem-
ical model [Collins et al., 1997] for 1860, 1900, 1950, 1975,
1990, and 2000. Values of ozone between those years were
interpolated by assuming linearity between increases in
observed methane concentration and modeled tropospheric
ozone for each month in the year. Estimates of historical
anthropogenic emissions of NOx, CO, CH4, and volatile
organic compounds were obtained by scaling their present-
day emissions to the estimated time variation of NOx
emissions of Dignon and Hameed [1990]. Biomass burning
emissions were estimated by assuming that preindustrial
values were 20% of present-day values and that emissions
increased linearly with population. These crudely estimated
emissions have both seasonal and geographic variations and
are only used as input to STOCHEM to compute tropo-
spheric ozone. Below the mean model-diagnosed tropo-
pause the anomalies from STOCHEM’s preindustrial
values were zonally averaged, interpolated to HadCM3’s
levels, and then added to the HadCM3 preindustrial values.
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(The tropopause was diagnosed using a simulation of
HadAM3 forced with historical SSTs and ice (similar to
that by Rowell [1998] using HadAM2b) for the period
1860–1997. The tropopause was diagnosed at every point
and at every radiation time step, using the same lapse rate
criteria used in the Met Office’s operational forecast model,
which are based on the World Meteorological Organization
rules for reporting observations. Ozone concentrations
above and on the tropopause were set to estimated prein-
dustrial values.
2.1.4. Stratospheric ozone
[19] Randel and Wu [1999] estimated seasonally and
zonally varying trends in stratospheric ozone. From 1975
to 1979 we add half these trends to the annual cycle of
preindustrial ozone above the mean model-diagnosed tro-
popause. After 1979, when stratospheric ozone decline is
believed to have accelerated, the full trends were added.
Ozone mass mixing ratios below 1011 were set to 1011.
2.1.5. Volcanic aerosol
[20] The updated time series of volcanic aerosol depth
given by Sato et al. [1993] was distributed above the model
tropopause, assuming a uniform mass mixing ratio. Note
that the tropopause was diagnosed as the simulations
proceeded, not prescribed as for the ozone changes.
2.1.6. Solar irradiance changes
[21] Changes in solar irradiance, as estimated by Lean et
al. [1995a], were applied to the model by varying the ‘‘solar
constant’’ in the model’s radiation scheme with the changes
spread over the solar spectrum following Lean et al.
[1995b]. This allows for the effects of ozone absorption.
There is considerable uncertainty in the reconstructions of
solar forcing, and we could have chosen to use other
reconstructions [e.g., Hoyt and Schatten, 1993], but com-
putational restrictions limited us to only one. We selected
the reconstruction by Lean et al. [1995a] rather than that by
Hoyt and Schatten [1993] on the toss of a coin. There has
been some speculation about possible amplification of solar
forcing due to changes in ozone [Haigh, 1994, 1996] or in
low cloud [Svensmark and Friis-Christensen, 1997; Marsh
and Svensmark, 2000b, 2000a], but we have not included
these effects in our simulations.
2.2. Simulated Forcings
[22] Simulated forcings were computed for the various
factors, using a diagnosed tropopause whose height can
change (see Appendix A for details). The forcing due to
greenhouse gases reaches a maximum of >2 W/m2 by
2000 (Figure 1a). By contrast, the total anthropogenic
forcing reaches a maximum of 0.8 W/m2, while the
forcing due to tropospheric anthropogenic forcings reaches
a maximum value of almost 1.5 W/m2 in 2000. The
difference between the two is due to a strong negative
forcing from stratospheric ozone decline. Using 1998
conditions we found that the forcing due to stratospheric
ozone was 0.5 ± 0.1 W/m2. When we repeated these
calculations using a fixed tropopause, the ozone forcing
increased to 0.3 W/m2. These results are outside the
range of Schimel et al. [1996], and we plan to investigate
this difference in more detail in subsequent work.
[23] Natural forcings from about 1910 to 1950 show a
general increase due to both an increase in solar irradiance
and a lack of explosive volcanic eruptions after the 1912
Katmai eruption. Apparent in this time series are the solar
cycle and large negative excursions due to the eruptions of
Agung (1963), El Chicho´n (1982), Pinatubo (1991), and
other volcanoes. Pinatubo causes the largest negative forcing
of the twentieth century with, in 1991, an annual average
global mean forcing of 2.5 W/m2, which, when added to a
solar forcing of 0.5 W/m2, gives a total natural forcing of
2 W/m2. The forcing due to volcanoes in HadCM3, after
stratospheric adjustment, is 20 W/m2 per unit optical
depth, less than the 30 W/m2 (without adjustment) per unit
optical depth quoted by Lacis et al. [1992]. This suggests a
high degree of uncertainty in radiative forcing due to
volcanic aerosol. Total natural and anthropogenic forcing
Figure 1. (a) Annual mean radiative forcings and (b)
10-year smoothed forcings for GHG (red), TROP-ANTHRO
(purple), ANTHRO (green), and NATURAL (blue). Anthro-
pogenic forcings are shown relative to preindustrial times
and natural forcing is shown relative to its time mean. Total
forcing computed by summing the NATURAL and
ANTHRO forcings is shown in black. Also shown in
Figure 1a are the total forcing due to sulphates (solid orange
line) and the direct (dot-dashed orange line) and indirect
(dashed orange line) effects; total ozone changes (solid light
green line), tropospheric ozone changes (dashed light green
line), and stratospheric ozone changes (dot-dashed light
green line), with the latter two only being shown for the
period 1975–1998.
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shows a complex structure with a general slow increase until
the 1960s, after which total forcing is approximately con-
stant, though punctuated by volcanic eruptions.
[24] The negative forcing due to the direct effect of
sulphates is very small and is largely balanced by the
small positive forcing due to tropospheric ozone changes
(Figure 1a). This forcing, relative to preindustrial, is 0.23
W/m2 in 1990 and is below the lower end of the range
quoted by Stevenson et al. [1998] of 0.28–0.42 W/m2.
Some of the difference between our results and those of
Stevenson et al. [1998] may be due to their use of fixed
dynamical heating versus our computing stratospheric
adjustment from the simulated fluxes (Appendix A). There
are two large negative forcings: that due to the indirect
effect of sulphate aerosols and that due to stratospheric
ozone. Both of these are highly uncertain [Schimel et al.
[1996]. With the exception of ozone forcing, our computed
anthropogenic forcings are all within the ranges quoted by
Schimel et al. [1996].
[25] Ten-year smoothed natural forcings (Figure 1b)
reached their maximum value in the 1950s and then fell.
The 1960s are a period with small total forcing and with
negative smoothed natural forcing due to two large tropical
volcanic eruptions: Agung and Fernandina. Total natural
and anthropogenic forcing reached a local maximum in the
1950s that, according to our calculations, was only
exceeded toward the end of the twentieth century.
2.3. Observed Data Sets and Data Processing
[26] We compare the results of the model simulations
with an updated version of the surface temperature data set
of Parker et al. [1994] and with the HadRT2.1s radiosonde
temperature data set, an updated version of that of Parker et
al. [1997]. Radiosonde data from the Indian subcontinent
(60E–90E, 0–30N) were removed because of apparent
problems with their quality, and the remaining data were
corrected for known changes in instruments by comparison
with colocated Microwave Sounding Unit data [Parker et
al., 1997].
[27] Annual averages of both the surface and radiosonde
data sets were computed from monthly mean temperature
anomalies. At each location we required there to be at least 8
months of observations; otherwise, we discarded the annual
mean value.
[28] The annual mean surface observations were deca-
dally averaged, with periods ending in 1997. For each
decade we required that there be at least 5 years of data;
otherwise the decadal mean value was discarded. In our
analysis of surface temperature we consider changes on
50-year and 100-year timescales using decadal data with
the 50-year or 100-year average removed. Locations in the
observations at which <3 (<5) decades were present were
omitted in the 50-year (l00-year) analysis. These data were
then filtered, using spherical harmonics, to remove scales
below 5000 km (T99, S01). Harmonics were further
weighted by 1
 ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2l þ 1p (l is the total spherical harmonic
wave number) to give each spatial scale included equal
weight [Stott and Tett, 1998]. Simulated data were deca-
dally averaged, bilinearly interpolated in latitude and
longitude to the observational grid. Simulated data were
discarded where there were no observational data and were
then processed in the same way as the observations.
[29] When computing global mean time series, we first
bilinearly interpolated (latitude and longitude) simulated
annual mean near-surface temperature data to the observa-
tional grid, discarding simulated data where there were no
observational data. Since the observed data are anomalies
relative to 1961–1990, we computed the 1961–1990 cli-
mate mean for each simulation and for the observations,
removed it, and computed global means. In order to show
changes relative to the beginning of the century, we
removed the global mean time average for 1881–1920
from each time series.
[30] Annual mean simulated data from throughout the
atmosphere were trilinearly (pressure, longitude, and lat-
itude) interpolated to the three-dimensional observed grid
and was discarded where there were no observed data. We
then processed the simulations and observations by first
removing the 1971–1990 mean, zonally averaging (requir-
ing that there be four longitudes with data present in any
zonal band), and then computing the difference between
1985–1995 and 1961–1980. Unlike T96 and AT99, simu-
lated data had the observational mask applied and the
1971–1990 normal removed before zonal averaging. This
change in processing had little impact on the signals and
tended to reduce slightly the variability of the annual
average zonal mean temperatures [Collins et al., 2001].
[31] Changes in surface temperature observed over the
century show warming (Figure 2a) over most of the world
with, in general, land warming more than the ocean, central
Eurasia and Canada warming most, and cooling occurring
in parts of the North Atlantic to the south of Greenland and
Iceland. The free-atmosphere changes show cooling
(Figure 2b) in the stratosphere and show warming in the
troposphere. The cooling extends down to 500 hPa above
the Arctic, far below the reanalysis tropopause. The tropo-
spheric warming is uneven, with a maximum warming of
0.6 K occurring at 50N and with almost no warming at
30N. Differences between the observations shown here and
that of T96 (see their Figure 2d) are due to the continued
development of the radiosonde data set and due to removal
of data from the Indian subcontinent.
3. Model and Observed Temperature Responses
[32] First, we consider the annually and globally aver-
aged temperature response to each set of forcings (i.e.,
averaged over each set of ensembles) (Figure 3). (Global
mean, in this context, means the area-weighted average over
all locations where there are data. Recall that simulated data
were discarded where there were no observations.) All
ensemble averages differ from the observations. From the
1920s until the 1950s, GHG warms less than the observa-
tions. From the 1940s onward it begins to warm, and by the
end of the twentieth century it has warmed more, over the
century, than the observations. Addition of sulphates and
ozone to GHG, giving ANTHRO, delays the simulated
warming until the 1960s. From then until the end of the
century, ANTHRO, TROP-ANTHRO, and the observations
warm at approximately the same rate. The small differences
between ANTHRO and TROP-ANTHRO suggest that stra-
tospheric ozone changes have little impact on near-surface
temperature despite the large differences in radiative forcing
(Figure 1). We believe that this small response is due to the
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stratospheric ozone forcing being concentrated over Ant-
arctica and due to the forcing changing the temperatures of
the southern ocean (a region of deep mixing) rather than the
land. This is to be the subject of a separate investigation.
[33] Simulated natural forcings produce a general warm-
ing from the 1910s until the eruption of Agung in 1963.
After this the observations warm while the subsequent
eruptions of El Chicho´n and Pinatubo cool NATURAL.
[34] The patterns of simulated response from the twen-
tieth century are shown in Figure 4. All three anthropogenic
ensembles (GHG, TROP-ANTHRO, and ANTHRO) pro-
duce more warming over land than over the sea. GHG has
the most warming of these ensembles and warms more than
the observations. In the GHG ensemble the Arctic warms
most, while the North Atlantic and large regions of ocean in
the Southern Hemisphere warm considerably less than the
global average (Figure 4a). ANTHRO and TROP-
ANTHRO are in reasonable agreement with the observa-
tions (Figure 2a), and both warm less than GHG, especially
in the midlatitudes of the Northern Hemisphere, where the
sulphate cooling will be large. NATURAL shows no dis-
tinctive signal, probably because there is little change in
natural forcing between the start and end of the century
(Figure 1).
[35] The simulated anthropogenic changes are, in most
parts of the world, outside the range of simulated internal
Figure 2. Observed changes in (a) near-surface temperature (1977–1997 minus 1881–1920) and (b) in
zonal mean temperature (1985–1995 minus 1961–80). In Figure 2a a contour interval of 1 K is used
from 4 to 4 K, with additional contours at ±0.5 K. In Figure 2b contour interval of 0.1 K is used, with
every second contour labeled from 0.2 to 1 K. Colors change every 0.2 K from 1 to 1 K, with
additional changes at ±6, ±3, and ±2 K. Red line denotes the zonal mean position of the tropopause from
the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis for the period 1985–1995 using data provided by the NOAA-CIRES
Climate Diagnostics Center, Boulder, Colorado (available from http://www.cdc.noaa.gov/).
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variability (compare changes shown in Figure 4 with the
standard deviations shown in Figure 5a), while the response
to natural forcings is, in most regions, within the range. On
the global scale, NATURAL is also outside the range of
expected variability. On century timescales the regions of
highest variability are the North Atlantic and near the sea-
ice edge, while lowest variability occurs over the tropical
Atlantic and Indian Oceans.
Figure 3. Near-surface changes in global mean temperature, relative to the 1881–1920 mean for the
observations (thick black lines) and the ensemble mean of the (a) GHG, (b) TROP-ANTHRO, (c)
ANTHRO, and (d) NATURAL simulations (thin black lines). Maximum and minimum ranges from the
individual simulations are shaded.
Figure 4. Temperature difference (in K) between the 20-year average 1977–1997 and the 40-year
average 1881–1920 for the four ensembles, (a) GHG, (b) TROP-ANTHRO, (c) ANTHRO, and (d)
NATURAL. Note that these plots show the raw model data (i.e., without the observed mask). All other
details are as in Figure 2a.
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[36] We now examine temperature changes throughout
the atmosphere between the decade 1985–1995 and the 20-
year period 1961–1980. All three anthropogenic ensembles
have similar warming in the troposphere and greatest
warming in the upper tropical troposphere and warm more
in the Northern Hemisphere than in the Southern Hemi-
sphere (Figure 6). The upper tropical troposphere and
Southern Hemisphere warm more in GHG than in TROP-
ANTHRO, while high northern latitudes warm less. The
latter could be due to the effects of tropospheric ozone or to
internal climate variability. Neither simulation cools the
stratosphere or upper troposphere as much as do the
observations (Figure 2b). Inclusion of stratospheric ozone
decline in ANTHRO produces large stratospheric cooling
(of up to 6 K over Antarctica), especially in high latitudes,
which brings this ensemble into better agreement with the
observations (Figure 6c). Unlike the anthropogenic simu-
lations, NATURAL warms in the tropical stratosphere,
probably due to the 1991 Pinatubo eruption, but has little
temperature response in the troposphere.
[37] The anthropogenic simulations are, over most of the
free atmosphere, outside the range of internal variability.
(Compare Figure 6 with Figure 5b). However, in the tropo-
sphere the response to natural forcings is within the range of
Figure 5. (a) Standard deviation of surface temperature changes computed from CONTROL for data
shown in Figure 4. A contour interval of 0.1 is used from 0 to 0.5. From 0.5 till 2.0 an interval of 0.5 is
used. Also shown is the standard deviation of the global means. (b) Simulated standard deviation of zonal
mean temperature changes computed from CONTROL for data shown in Figure 6. Contours are drawn at
0, 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5. Red line shows the position of the zonal mean tropopause. Note
when comparing changes shown in Figures 4 and 6 with these standard deviations that, because of use of
four-member ensembles, uncertainties are halved; the two-sigma uncertainty for the ensemble will be one
control standard deviation.
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internal temperature variability, though in the tropical strato-
sphere it is not. Variability in the free atmosphere on
multidecadal timescales is small throughout most of the
troposphere and equatorial stratosphere (Figure 5b). Great-
est simulated variability occurs in the polar stratosphere,
near the polar surface, and in the upper tropical troposphere.
[38] The boundary between cooling and warming is close
to the tropopause in all ensembles except over Antarctica in
ANTHRO (Figure 6). In this ensemble the cooling over
Antarctica extends down to 500 hPa, and the tropopause
rises, its pressure falling by 50 hPa. The data over Antarc-
tica are insufficient to tell if this occurred in reality.
However, the observed Arctic cooling down to 500 hPa is
not present in any of the ensembles.
[39] Qualitative comparison of our ensembles with the
observations suggests that ANTHRO is the most similar to
the observations (compare Figure 6c with Figure 2b). Since
all the anthropogenic ensembles are quite similar in the
troposphere, it appears that, since the 1960s, increases in
greenhouse gases and stratospheric ozone decline are the
most important contributors to temperature changes in the
free atmosphere.
4. Detection and Attribution Methodology
[40] One of the main problems in attributing climate
change to possible causes arises from the difficulties in
estimating the radiative forcing and climate response due to
different forcings. In particular, there are large uncertainties
in the overall magnitude of the climate response to a given
forcing due, for example, to uncertainties in climate sensi-
tivity or in the rate of ocean heat uptake [Kattenberg et al.,
1996]. The size of the forcing associated with many of the
factors other than well-mixed greenhouse gases, notably
aerosols, is also uncertain [Shine et al., 1995]. To reduce the
impact of these uncertainties, we use a methodology first
proposed by Hasselmann [1979], which has been shown to
be a form of multivariate regression (AT99). Both assume
that the observations (y) may be represented as a linear sum
of simulated signals (X) and internal climate variability (u),
y ¼ Xbþ u; ð1Þ
where bi is the scaling factor, or amplitude, that we apply to
the space-time ensemble average signal (xi), corresponding
to forcing i, to obtain the best fit to the observations. In this
paper the signals are ensemble averages from the simula-
tions described in section 2. Any errors in the magnitude of
the forcing and climate responses are allowed for through
scaling the model responses (xi) by the signal amplitudes bi.
Errors in the patterns of forcing and response are not taken
into account by this procedure. The values of b that give the
best fit (the best-estimate value ~b) to observations, using the
standard linear regression approach, are those of (AT99):
~b ¼ XTC1N X
 1
XTC1N y ¼ FTy; ð2Þ
where CN is the covariance matrix of internal variability
(E(uuT)) estimated, in our case, from simulations of coupled-
atmosphere ocean global climate models. We do not
normally have enough data to accurately estimate the inverse
covariance matrix (CN
1), so we estimate its inverse from a
truncated representation of it based on its leading eigenvec-
tors. Simulated and observed data are also filtered by
projection onto these eigenvectors.
Figure 6. Differences (in K) between 1985–1995 and 1961–1980 for the four ensembles, (a) GHG, (b)
TROP-ANTHRO, (c) ANTHRO, and (d) NATURAL. Solid red lines show the position of the mean
tropopause in CONTROL, while the dash-dotted red line in Figure 6c shows the mean position of the
tropopause in an atmosphere-only simulation with 1990 stratospheric ozone. Maximum difference
between the two lines is 50 hPa. All other details are as in Figure 2b.
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[41] Both the observations and signals include internal
climate variability (noise), which leads to uncertainty in ~b.
We estimate uncertainty ranges (the 5–95% range unless
stated otherwise) in ~b using its covariance matrix [AT99;
Mardia et al., 1979],
~V ~b
  ¼ FTCN2F; ð3Þ
where CN2 is an estimate of E(uuT) using data that are
statistically independent of those used to estimate CN.
[42] We perform two related tests:
1. ‘‘Detection’’ tests the null hypothesis that the observed
response to a particular forcing or combination of forcings
is zero. We do this by computing the two-tailed uncertainty
range about ~b using ~Vð~bÞ and testing whether it includes
zero. Rejection of this null and a positive value of ~bi implies
detection.
2. ‘‘Amplitude consistency’’ tests the null hypothesis that
the amplitude of the observed response is consistent with
the amplitude of the simulated response. We do this by
computing the two-tailed uncertainty range about ~b using
~Vð~bÞ and testing whether it includes unity. In this test we
inflate ~V ~b
 
ij by a factor of
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃð1 þ 1=mjÞp ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃð1 þ 1 =mjÞp ,
where mi and mj are the ensemble sizes, to compensate for
sampling noise in the signals. Failure of this test means that
the simulated signal amplitude is inconsistent with the
observations. When we report consistency with unity, we
mean that it is neither greater than nor less than unity at a
given confidence level.
Unless otherwise stated, results are reported as significant if
the relevant null hypothesis can be rejected at the 5% level.
All reported uncertainty ranges are 5–95%.
[43] The best estimate of the temperature trend (or of any
other linear diagnostic such as change in global mean
temperature), due to a forcing factor, is the product of the
signal amplitude and the trend computed from the appro-
priate ensemble average. The covariance matrix used to
compute uncertainties is computed by multiplying ~V ~b
 
ij,
inflated by
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃð1 þ 1=miÞð1 þ 1 =mjÞp to approximately
compensate for signal noise, by the trends of the ith and
jth ensembles.
[44] Covariance matrices are estimated from intraensem-
ble variability (i.e., variability within the ensemble) and
from CONTROL. To obtain these estimates, we process
data in exactly the same manner as we do the observations
and simulations giving the u in equation (1). In all our
analyses, realizations of u were overlapped by 10 years.
When computing covariance matrices from intraensemble
variance, we remove the ensemble average and scale each
realization by a factor of
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃðm  1Þ=mp , where m is the
number of ensemble members.
[45] In section 5 we analyze changes in near-surface
temperature on 100-year timescales (century) and on 50-
year timescales (50-year), and we analyze changes in zonal
mean temperature throughout the atmosphere (free atmos-
phere). The two near-surface analyses examine changes in
time and in space, while the free-atmosphere analysis looks
at spatial changes over a 35-year period (section 2.3).
[46] For both the 50-year and the free-atmosphere anal-
ysis we use intraensemble variability from the GHG,
ANTHRO, and NATURAL ensembles to estimate CN,
and we use data from CONTROL to estimate CN2 . Any
significant differences between CN and CN2 would reduce
the power of the optimization algorithm (i.e., increase
uncertainty ranges) but would not introduce a bias in the
estimated signal amplitudes.
[47] For the century analysis we believe that nine realiza-
tions of century timescale variability from the intraensemble
variability of HadCM3 are not enough to generate a suffi-
ciently reliable estimate of CN. Therefore we use control and
intraensemble variability from five ensembles of HadCM2
(S01) to estimate CN, while CN2 is estimated using HadCM3
CONTROL and using intraensemble variability from the
GHG, ANTHRO, and NATURAL ensembles. Note that
using an incorrect estimate of internal variability reduces
the power of our tests but should not bias their results.
4.1. Consistency
[48] We test that the best-estimate combination of signals
is consistent with our linear statistical model (equation (1))
by computing the residual sum of squares,
R2 ¼
Xk
i¼1
yi 
Pn
j¼1 Xij~bj
 	2
CN2ii
; ð4Þ
where i is an index over the ranked eigenvectors ofCN, j is an
index over signals, and k is the number of eigenvectors used
to filter signals and observations (see section 4.3 for details).
In the case of noise-free signals, R2 has a distribution that lies
between (c2(k  n))/k and F(k  n, n2), where n2 is the
degrees of freedom (DOF) of CN2 . We use the F distribution
at the 90%, rather then the 95%, level to test for consistency.
As an ad hoc correction for noise in the signals, we scale R2
by 1/(1 + s) and assume that it still has the same distribution,
where s is
s ¼
Xn
i¼1
~bi=mi
 2
and mi is the number of ensemble members in the ith
ensemble. The justification for this ad hoc scaling is that the
expected difference between the observations and the best-
estimate response would be larger by a factor of
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1þ sp due
to the noise in the simulations. In the case of signals (and
observations) with high signal-to-noise ratio, we verified this
scaling by Monte Carlo tests.
4.2. Estimated DOF for Covariance Matrices
[49] In order to compute uncertainties and truncations, we
need an estimate of the DOF of the covariance matrices that
we compute. These matrices are computed from various
different data sets, and their DOF is the sum of the DOF of
the individual data sets. For CONTROL the estimated DOF,
assuming maximally overlapped data, is the number of
nonoverlapping realizations multiplied by 1.5 (Allen and
Smith [1996] and S01) and rounded down to the nearest
integer. For each ensemble the estimated DOF is the number
of nonoverlapping segments in a single simulation multi-
plied, again, by 1.5, rounded down to the nearest integer,
and then multiplied by m  1 (to account for removal of the
mean). The estimated DOF for the two covariance matrices
used in our analysis are shown in Table 1. Note that the
estimated DOF of ~V ~b
 
is that of CN2 .
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[50] The estimated DOF for the century analysis (see
Table 1) may be overoptimistic, as the individual HadCM2
ensemble members were all initialized from the same 1700-
year control. Furthermore, the last three simulations of each
of the two solar ensembles were initialized by applying
small random perturbations to the first solar simulation in
each ensemble. Similarly, the three HadCM3 ensembles
were all initialized from the same HadCM3 control. Thus
the 100-year segments may not be completely independent
of one another. Uncertainty in the DOF of CN2 is relatively
unimportant: halving the DOF used in our statistical tests
increases the uncertainty ranges by 4%. The estimated DOF
of CN is used to determine the maximum allowable trunca-
tion (see section 4.3), so we explore the sensitivity of our
results to truncation.
4.3. Truncation
[51] If CN is an order n  n matrix, then, where possible,
we perform all analysis at the smaller of its DOF and n. If
the consistency test passes, all further analysis is carried out
at this truncation (k). All data are then filtered by projection
onto the leading k eigenvectors of CN. If the test fails at this
truncation, then we carry out the analysis at the largest
truncation at which the test passes and explore the reasons
for the test failure. Our estimated DOF are somewhat
arbitrary, as are the criteria we use to determine truncation.
Therefore we explore the sensitivity of our results to
truncation.
4.4. Degeneracy
[52] We used the same three empirical tests as T99 and
S01 to test for signal degeneracy or collinearity [see Mardia
et al., 1975, pp. 243–248]. These three tests give empirical
estimates of the number of independent ‘‘factors’’ in the
signal combination. We conclude that a signal combination is
likely to be degenerate if the maximum value of those three
tests is less than the number of signals being considered.
[53] If two signals are degenerate, the usual consequence
is that uncertainty ranges are large. Then the best-estimate
amplitudes are not likely to be close to the true ones. It is
also likely that neither signal is individually detectable,
since a range of linear combinations are equally consistent
with the data, including those that assign zero amplitude to
one signal or the other. However, specific combinations of
these signals may easily be detectable and may have smaller
uncertainty ranges.
4.5. Transformations
[54] We assume that the three anthropogenic signals,
GHG, ANTHRO, and TROP-ANTHRO, are linear combi-
nations of the following physically based signals: (1) G,
response to well-mixed greenhouse gases alone; (2) OT,
response to tropospheric ozone changes; (3) OS, response to
stratospheric ozone decline; (4) O, response to both strato-
spheric and tropospheric ozone changes; and (5) S, response
to sulphates (indirect and direct), namely,
GHG ¼ G;
ANTHRO ¼ Gþ S þ O ¼ GSO;
TROPANTHRO ¼ Gþ S þ OT ¼ GSOT :
[55] The amplitudes and covariance matrices of these
physically based signals are given by a linear transformation
of the original amplitudes and of ~V ~b
 
; see Appendix B for
Table 1. Signal Propertiesa
Case Period Trunc. %Var. GHG T-A ANTHRO NATURAL n1 n2
Surface 1897–1997 40 96.4 5.85 3.77 3.35 1.17b 40 25
(Century) 1897–1997 20 91.3 7.45 4.50 3.93 1.43 40 25
Exchange 1897–1997 25 95.3 6.97 – 4.37 1.30 25 40
1897–1997 12 93.8 9.23 – 5.73 1.75 25 40
No weight 1897–1997 40 83.2 5.06 – 2.72 1.16b 40 25
1897–1997 20 65.9 6.17 – 3.01 1.36 40 25
Index 1897–1997 18c 98.0 6.42 – 3.75 1.39 40 25
1897–1997 9 67.0 7.82 – 3.78 1.43 40 25
90 years 1897–1997 36c 94.9 4.47 – 2.33 1.14b 42 27
1897–1987 19 91.7 5.72 – 2.77 1.35 42 27
1907–1997 36c 96.0 5.60 – 3.32 1.01b 42 27
1907–1997 19 91.7 6.93 – 3.86 1.17b 42 27
Surface 1897–1947 27 95.6 1.54 – 1.35 1.37 27 33
(50–year) 1907–1957 27 95.1 1.92 – 1.29 1.44 27 33
1917–1967 27 94.1 2.21 – 1.23b 1.39 27 33
1927–1977 27 91.8 3.01 – 1.70 1.59 27 33
1937–1987 27 86.3 3.97 2.76 2.34 1.57 27 33
1947–1997 27 92.9 4.79 4.37 3.66 1.60 27 33
Free Atmosphere 1961–1995 7c 48.0 – 6.11 5.90 0.97b 36 42
aShown for each analysis are the truncation (Trunc.) used and the fraction of the observed variance (after processing) after filtering in the truncated
eigenvector space (%Var.). By processing, we mean, for example, projection onto spherical harmonics and weighting by
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1=2l þ 1ð Þp for the surface
analyses and zonal meaning and mass weighting for the free-atmosphere analysis. Italics denote cases where tests for signal degeneracy suggest that the
three-signal combination is degenerate. Columns 5–8 show the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) (see section 4.6 for details) of the simulated signals. TROP-
ANTHRO (T-A) is identical to ANTHRO before 1975. Therefore results from TROP-ANTHRO are not shown for those 50-years analyses before 1937–
1977 and for the sensitivity analyses. Shown in the two right-hand columns are the estimated degrees of freedom of CN (n1) and CN2 (n2).
bThese are SNR values where the value is not significantly different, at the 90% level, from unity (that expected by chance), suggesting significant noise
contamination of that simulated signal.
cThese are cases in which the truncation used is less than the largest possible.
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details. For example, suppose we model the observations as
a linear superposition of the GHG and ANTHRO simula-
tions,
y ¼ xGHG~bGHG þ xANTHRO~bANTHRO:
~bGHG in this equation is not simply the estimated amplitude
of the greenhouse response. It is the additional greenhouse
response we need to add to the best fit ANTHRO simulation
to obtain the best overall fit to the observations. In this case
the amplitude of the greenhouse and ‘‘other anthropogenic’’
signals is
~bG ¼ ~bANTHRO þ ~bGHG
~bSO ¼ ~bANTHRO:
In this example the variance in ~bG is equal to the sum of the
variances in ~bGHG and ~bANTHRO.
4.6. Signal-to-Noise
[56] Amplitude uncertainty ranges, and particularly the
upper bound, estimated from signals with a low signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) are likely to be incorrect [Allen and Stott,
2002]. We use the following summary statistic for the jth
signal to give us some guidance when this may be occur-
ring:
SNRð Þ2 ¼ mj
k
Xk
i¼1
X 2ij
CN2ii
;
where k is the truncation. When the ‘‘signal’’ xj is pure
Gaussian noise, (SNR)2 has an expected value of 1 and is
distributed similarly to R2 from section 4.1 (between
(c2(k))/k and F(k, n2)). We use an F test at the 90% level
to determine if there is significant noise contamination.
5. Detection and Attribution of Observed
Temperature Changes
5.1. Changes in Near-Surface Temperature on Century
Timescales
[57] We now examine changes from 1897 to 1997 using
information about both temporal and spatial changes in near-
surface temperature. We make two further simplifying steps.
First, since TROP-ANTHRO and ANTHRO are identical for
all but the last 2 decades of the twentieth century (when the
difference in surface temperature response is small), we use
only ANTHRO in this analysis. Second, we make a simple
linear transformation of the amplitudes of GHG and
ANTHRO to obtain amplitudes of G (greenhouse gases)
and SO (sulphates and ozone) as described in section 4 and
Appendix B. Tests for degeneracy (section 4.4) suggest that
these patterns are different enough that we can reliably
estimate the amplitude of G, SO, and NATURAL (response
to solar irradiance and volcanic aerosols) signals simulta-
neously (Table 1).
[58] We first check that the reduced space in which we
carry out the detection procedure provides an adequate
representation of the observed changes. When filtered onto
the leading eigenvectors of the covariance matrix (see
section 4), the observations contain >96% of the variance
(Table 1). The best-estimate linear combination of the
signals is consistent with the observations as shown by
the weighted sum-of-squares of the residuals (Figure 7a and
section 4.1) at all truncations. Thus the representation is
adequate.
[59] All three signals are detected (Figure 8, left), dem-
onstrating that all have had a statistically significant impact
on changes in near-surface temperature over the twentieth
century. Furthermore, the amplitudes are all consistent with
unity; the model is consistent with observations on decadal
timescales and on continental to global spatial scales.
[60] Signal-to-noise ratio is large for the anthropogenic
signals but is small for NATURAL (first line of Table 1),
suggesting that it is significantly noise contaminated. Noise
contamination of the signals biases the best estimate toward
zero. Hence our detection of NATURAL is probably robust,
though its estimated amplitude ranges, and in particular the
upper range, are sensitive to this noise contamination [Allen
and Stott, 2002].
[61] We reconstruct the global mean temperature changes
from the best-estimate signal amplitudes and simulated
responses (Figure 9). From the 1900s to the 1960s, well-
mixed greenhouse gases and other anthropogenic effects
(largely the indirect effect of sulphate aerosols) almost
balance, giving a total anthropogenic warming of 0.1 K.
Thereafter, anthropogenic effects warm the planet by0.5 K.
From the 1950s onward, natural and anthropogenic non-
greenhouse gas forcings each cause a cooling of 0.1 K.
Together, they offset0.2 K of the estimated 0.6 K warming
due to greenhouse gases over the same period.
[62] While Figure 9 shows the best-estimate combination
of signals, it is even more important to consider uncertainty
ranges. These are most easily summarized in terms of linear
trends (Figure 10) over selected periods (the entire century,
1897–1947, and 1947–1997). The uncertainty ranges in the
trends were computed by taking the amplitude ranges from
the century analysis and applying them to the simulated
trends over the three periods; see section 4 for details. Over
the twentieth century, anthropogenic forcings cause a warm-
ing trend of 0.5 ± 0.15 K /century. The trend due to green-
house gases is 0.9 ± 0.24 K/century, while the remaining
anthropogenic factors cool at a rate of 0.4 ± 0.26 K/century.
The uncertainty in the total anthropogenic warming trend is
less than the uncertainties in the individual trends, as they
are correlated with one another; see below. Over the
century, natural forcings contribute little to the observed
trend. Our analysis considers only uncertainty in the
amplitude of the simulated response and neglects uncer-
tainty in the time dependence of the forcing and in the
spatial patterns of response, as well as neglecting uncer-
tainties in the observations. However, our best estimates are
consistent with the observations. Furthermore, in a single
ensemble of simulations forced with both natural and
anthropogenic forcings, changes in simulated near-surface
temperature are consistent with those observed [Stott et al.,
2000], suggesting that those uncertainties may not be too
great.
[63] During the first half of the century, greenhouse gases
and natural forcings cause warming trends of 0.2–0.3 K/
century, while other anthropogenic factors produce negli-
gible cooling trends (Figure 10). Over the last half of the
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century, greenhouse gases warm the climate at a rate of
1.7 ± 0.43 K /century, with natural forcings (largely
volcanic aerosol) and other anthropogenic factors (mainly
the indirect effect of sulphate aerosols) both causing an
estimated cooling trend of 0.3 ± 0.2 K /century. Thus,
since 1947, changes in aerosol concentrations (anthropo-
genic and natural) have offset about a third of the green-
house gas warming.
[64] Uncertainties in signal amplitudes are correlated, as
the signals are not orthogonal. The joint confidence regions
allow us to examine these correlated uncertainties. We find
that all three simulated signals are consistent with the
observations (the signal amplitudes are simultaneously
consistent with unity; that is, the point (1,1,1) is within
the three-dimensional uncertainty ellipsoid), as are any
combination of two signals (that is, all the solid ellipses
in Figure 11 include the point (1,1)). The uncertainty ellipse
for the two anthropogenic signals has a strong tilt, showing
that the amplitudes of these signals are highly correlated
(Figure 11a). Thus estimated large amplitudes of G are
consistent with estimated large amplitudes of SO; that is, the
observations require a larger greenhouse gas warming to
accompany a stronger cooling from sulphates. Over the
century, there is little tilt between the natural and either of
the anthropogenic signals (Figures 11b and 11c). Thus
errors in the amplitude of the natural signal have little
impact on the estimated amplitude of the two anthropogenic
signals. Consequently, the uncertainties in the linear trends
Figure 7. Ratio of the residual to control variance using a logarithmic scale (solid line with triangles)
for (a) the century analysis, (b) five sensitivity studies, and (c) all six 50-year analyses of surface
temperature. Also shown are the 10–90% values of the ratio under the null hypothesis that CONTROL
and residual variances are the same (solid lines with pluses). Note that CONTROL variance has been
inflated (see section 4.1 for details). Bold symbols show values outside these limits.
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(Figure 10) due to NATURAL are independent from those
due to SO and G.
[65] One ‘‘technical’’ issue in optimal detection is the
eigenvector truncation used (see section 4.3). Our results are
insensitive to truncation for both detection (the shaded inner
regions in Figure 12 (top row) do not include zero) and
‘‘amplitude consistency’’ (the shading plus thick lines in
Figure 12 include 1).
[66] If we omit the effect of stratospheric ozone decline,
by replacing ANTHRO with TROP-ANTHRO, we find
little change in the residuals and find only small changes
in the amplitudes. There is a slight reduction in the cooling
attributed to sulphate aerosols and tropospheric ozone from
the 1950s, which is compensated for by a small increase in
naturally forced cooling (not shown).
5.2. Sensitivity to Processing and Variability Estimates
[67] In this section we explore the sensitivity of results
from the previous analysis to details of the data process-
ing and to increases in the magnitude of the simulated
climate variability. We consider the following cases: (1)
No-weight, where we did not apply the weighting of
1=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2l þ 1p to the spherical harmonics (see section 4 for
details); (2) Exchange, in which we used CN2 to optimize
and used CN to compute uncertainties; that is, we used
HadCM3 data to optimize and used HadCM2 data to
compute uncertainties; (3) Index, where, rather than pro-
jecting simulated and observed data onto spherical har-
monics, three indices were computed: the global average,
the land temperature, and the Northern Hemisphere minus
the Southern Hemisphere; and (4) 90-year, where, rather
than doing the analysis for the century, we carried out the
analysis on two 90-year segments (1897–1987 and 1907–
1997).
[68] In the 90-year 1907–1997 and Index sensitivity
studies we find that the simulations and observations are
inconsistent (section 4.1) at the largest truncations that we
consider (Figure 7b). Therefore we truncate at the largest
truncations that are consistent with the observations (Table 1).
We carry out both 90-year analyses at the truncation deter-
mined by the 1907–1997 case.
[69] We repeat these analyses and the century case at half
the largest truncation to see if our results are insensitive to
truncation. Thus, including the ‘‘normal’’ data processing at
truncation 20, we examine a total of 11 sensitivity studies,
giving 12 cases in all. At these truncations the filtered
observations contain at least 80% of the observed variance
(Table 1), except in two cases.
[70] The SNR for the anthropogenic signals is always
>2, suggesting little noise contamination (Table 1). By
contrast, SNR for NATURAL is close to 1 and in five
cases is not significantly different from that expected by
chance. There is evidence of signal degeneracy (see section
4.4) in five cases (Table 2), meaning that results in those
cases may be sensitive to small changes in the signals. We
find that (1) G is detected in all cases (Table 2); (2) SO is
detected in all but two cases, both at half the maximum
truncation; and (3) NATURAL is detected in all but two
cases.
[71] All amplitudes are consistent with unity (not shown).
Therefore we conclude that our detection and amplitude
consistency results are robust to changes in both processing
and truncation. The best-estimate amplitudes are, however,
more sensitive to these choices, with ~bNATURAL extending
Figure 8. Amplitudes and uncertainty ranges for 100-year analysis and for all 50-year analyses for G
(red error bar with asterisk), SO (green error bar with diamond), and NATURAL (blue error bar with
triangle). Error bars show the 5–95% uncertainty ranges for detection (inner) and amplitude consistency
(outer). Best-estimate signal amplitude is shown as a symbol at the center of the bar. Where the inner bars
do not include zero (lower line), the signal is detected. Where the outer bars do not cross 1 (upper line),
the amplitude of the simulated signal is inconsistent with the observations.
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from 0.60 to 1.11, ~bG varying from 0.77 to 1.10, and ~bSO
ranging from 0.49 to 0.91 (Table 2).
[72] Our claims of signal detection all rely on simulated
internal climate variability. We compute how much the
model variability needs to be increased to prevent the
detection of the signals in all the cases considered above.
The amplitude of the simulated variability needs to be
inflated by 2.2–4.8 to nullify our detection of greenhouse
gases (Table 3) (an increase in variance of 5–23). However,
detection of the SO and NATURAL signals is much less
robust. Here, an increase in variability by 40% (i.e.,
doubling the variance) is enough to stop detection of SO
and NATURAL in half the cases considered.
5.3. Surface Temperature Changes on 50-Year
Timescales
[73] We now examine changes on 50-year timescales to
allow comparison with the HadCM2 results of T99 and S01.
Six 50-year periods, each of five decadal means, are
considered: 1897–1947, 1907–1957, . . ., 1947–1997. At
least 85% of the observed variance (Table 1) is captured in
these periods. Unlike the century analysis, NATURAL is
generally not significantly noise contaminated (Table 1),
though the signal-to-noise ratio is below 1.5 for NATURAL
and ANTHRO before 1937. NATURAL may be less noise
contaminated than in the century analysis because the
truncation is smaller as more noisy components of the
signal are discarded. (Compare the SNR of the century
analysis NATURAL signal at truncation 20 with that at
truncation 40 in Table 1). We use the same signal combi-
nation (G, SO, and NATURAL) as used in the century
analysis and find evidence of signal degeneracy during
1927–1977 and during 1937–1987 (Table 1). The residuals
are consistent with the variance computed from CONTROL
at almost all truncations and for all periods (Figure 7c).
[74] Both of the anthropogenic signals (G and SO) are
detected in all six 50-year periods, with amplitudes consis-
tent with unity (Figure 8). Natural effects on climate are
only detected during the 1907–1957 period (Figure 8),
whereas the amplitudes are consistent with unity only in
1897–1947, 1907–1957, and 1927–1977.
[75] We wish to compare our results with T99 and S01,
include the period when NATURAL is detected, and also
examine both periods of warming during the twentieth
century. Thus we consider in more detail the 1907–1957
and 1947–1997 periods.
[76] We first of all consider how robust our results are to
changes in truncation. Detection of both the anthropogenic
signals during these periods, unlike the natural signal, is
largely robust to truncation (Figure 12). All signal ampli-
tudes are consistent with unity, except during 1947–1997
for NATURAL at all truncations and for G for truncations
below 13.
[77] Best-estimate global mean temperature changes and
trends (section 4) are proportional to the amplitudes shown
in Figure 8. Thus we can compare best-estimate changes
and trends from the 50-year and century analyses by
comparing their amplitudes. The 50-year analyses produce
smaller natural changes than the century analysis, except in
the 1907–1957 period. Cooling from sulphates and ozone is
about the same in both cases, while greenhouse gas warm-
ing is less in the 50-year analyses from 1927 onward
(Figure 8). Thus total anthropogenic changes and trends
are generally smaller in the 50-year analyses than in the
century analysis.
[78] Only in the 1907–1957 analysis do natural forc-
ings make a substantial contribution to temperature trends
(Figure 13). In this period the temperature trend due to
anthropogenic forcings is close to zero. In this period, ampli-
tudes (Figure 8), and hence temperature trends (Figure 13),
Figure 9. Reconstruction of global mean temperature
variations for 1897–1997. Observations (solid line with
squares), best-estimate changes (thick dashed line), and
best-estimate contributions from G (dotted line with
asterisks), SO (dotted line with diamonds), and NATURAL
(dotted line with triangles). Also shown is the best-estimate
total anthropogenic contribution (dot-dashed line with
crosses). All time series were reconstructed from data in
which the 100-year mean had first been removed. Shaded
region centered on the observations shows the uncertainty
range due to internal variability (two-sigma decadal
variability computed from CN2 ).
Figure 10. Best-estimate linear trend and uncertainty
ranges (in K /century). Symbols are as in Figure 8, with
the addition of total anthropogenic trend (crosses), total
trend (pluses), and observed trends (squares). Symbols
show best-estimate trend, while error bars show the 5–95%
uncertainty range inflated to allow for four-member
ensembles.
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of all three signals are also very similar to the century
analysis. Note that the trends and uncertainties shown in
Figure 10 are computed from scaling factors using the
century analysis (section 5.1), while those shown in Figure
13 are computed using a 50-year analysis.
[79] In the 1907–1957 analysis the difference between
the best estimate and the observed trend (residual) is the
largest of all the periods considered (Figure 13). The
residual is still consistent with our estimated internal climate
variability and so could be due to internal climate variability
alone. It could also, partly or wholly, be due to observa-
tional error, error in the forcing time series, some other
forcing not considered in our analyses, model error, or noise
in the signals. T99 found a large residual in their GS SOL
analysis (see T99, Figure 2b) in the 1906–1956 period,
suggesting that this result is robust to using the solar time
series of Hoyt and Schatten [1993], neglecting the effect of
volcanos and the use of a different model. Hegerl et al.
[2001] found that observational error was much smaller
than internal variability. This suggests that the large residual
is probably due to internal climate variability. Delworth and
Knutson [2000] found that one simulation from an ensemble
of anthropogenically forced simulations was similar to the
observations of twentieth century near-surface temperature
change. However, like us, they found that the ensemble was
inconsistent with the observed changes in the early century.
Figure 11. The 90% joint confidence regions for the 1897–1997 (solid line), 1907–1957 (dashed line)
and 1947–1997 (dot-dashed line) from G SO NATURAL analysis. Shown are the two-dimensional
confidence regions for (a) G SO, (b) G NATURAL, and (c) SO NATURAL. In all plots, shading denotes
regions where signal amplitudes are less than zero.
Figure 12. Best-estimate amplitudes (thin line), 5–95% detection uncertainties (shading) and 5–95%
amplitude consistency uncertainties (shading plus thick lines) are shown for (top row) the 1897–1997
analysis and two 50-year analyses, (middle row) 1907–1957 and (bottom row) 1947–1997 for (left
column) G, (center column) SO, and (right column) NATURAL as a function of truncation.
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[80] Thus the 1907–1957 warming is best explained by a
combination of natural forcings (an increase in solar irradi-
ance, a lack of large volcanic forcing, and a recovery from
earlier volcanic forcing), near-zero response to total anthro-
pogenic forcing, and a large warming from internal climate
variability. If correct, this suggests that a large part of the
early century warming is due to a combination of natural
forcing and natural internal variability. In other words, it is
naturally caused. In our simulations, sulphates offset most
of the greenhouse warming prior to the 1960s. If this were
not the case, then we would be likely to have smaller
residuals and thus estimated a smaller contribution from
internal climate variability to the early century warming.
[81] The model is consistent with the observations in the
two 50-year periods that we have chosen to focus on
(1907–1957 and 1947–1997). In these periods the uncer-
tainty ellipses for the two anthropogenic amplitudes are
strongly tilted, showing that their amplitudes are highly
correlated (Figure 11a). Amplitudes of the natural and
anthropogenic signals are less correlated (Figures 11b and
11c). In 1947–1997 the tilt is such that a larger amplitude of
the G signal requires a larger amplitude of the NATURAL
signal, whereas the ellipse is weakly tilted in the opposite
direction in the 1907–1957 period. The natural and anthro-
pogenic amplitudes are less correlated in the century anal-
ysis than in either of the 50-year analyses. Therefore the
former analysis is better at discriminating between natural
and anthropogenic forcings than is the latter. All three
signals are simultaneously consistent with the observations
(the point (1,1,1) is inside the three-dimensional ellipsoid
centered on ~b) in all periods except 1917–1967 (not
shown).
[82] We can compare our results with those of T99 and
S01, though our experimental design differs from theirs. For
example, we included the effects of ozone, while they did
not. Unlike T99 and S01, we detect anthropogenic influen-
ces in all 50-year periods considered. Our detection of a
combined solar and volcanic effect on climate during
1907–1957 corresponds to their detection of a solar influ-
ence during 1906–1956. There are differences in the
warming during this period (compare our Figure 14a with
Figure 1b of T99), some of which may be due to use of the
Table 3. Ratio of Signal Amplitudes to Uncertainty Rangea
Case Truncation
Amplitude/Uncertainty
G SO NATURAL
Century 40 4.40 1.84 1.37
Century 20 3.40 1.11 1.49
Exchange 25 4.77 2.16 1.29
Exchange 12 4.80 2.07 1.47
No weight 40 3.61 1.44 1.52
No weight 20 2.73 0.98 1.45
Index 18 3.84 1.82 0.95
Index 9 2.26 1.19 0.78
90 years, 1897–1987 36 3.07 1.54 1.93
90 years, 1897–1987 19 2.47 0.91 1.51
90 years, 1907–1997 36 4.22 1.93 1.04
90 years, 1907–1997 19 3.28 1.21 1.05
aShown, for the sensitivity studies and base century analysis, are the ratio of the best-estimate signal amplitudes
to half the uncertainty range. Inflating the simulated variability by this factor (scaling CN2 by it squared) makes the
signal amplitude consistent with zero at the 5% level. Where the factor is greater than unity, it is the minimum
amount needed to inflate the simulated variability so that the signal is no longer detected. Italics denote cases
where tests for signal degeneracy suggest that the three-signal combination is degenerate.
Table 2. Sensitivity Studiesa
Case Truncation
Signal Amplitude
G SO NATURAL
Century 40 1.03b 0.79b 0.84b
Century 20 0.85b 0.55b 1.11b
Exchange 25 1.01b 0.87b 0.62b
Exchange 12 1.10b 0.91b 0.91b
No weight 40 0.96b 0.67b 0.87b
No weight 20 0.79b 0.49 1.03b
Index 18 0.96b 0.83b 0.60
Index 9 0.77b 0.58b 0.70
90 years, 1897–1987 36 0.95b 0.71b 1.05b
90 years, 1897–1987 19 0.79b 0.50 1.07b
90 years, 1907–1997 36 1.03b 0.89b 0.70b
90 years, 1907–1997 19 0.86b 0.63b 0.97b
aBest-estimate signal amplitudes for the base analysis (century) and sensitivity studies are shown. Italics denote
cases where tests for signal degeneracy suggest that the three-signal combination is degenerate. The degrees of
freedom used in the tests are given in Table 1.
bThese are detectable signals.
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solar forcing of Lean et al. [1995a] rather than that of Hoyt
and Schatten [1993]. Our total anthropogenic changes for
1947–1997 are similar to those of T99, but with less
sulphate cooling and less greenhouse warming than T99;
compare our Figure 14b with Figure 1c of T99.
[83] The linear trend and uncertainty range for each signal
are comparable with those computed by T99 (compare
Figure 2 of T99 with our Figure 13). As in T99, the total
anthropogenic warming trend is only greatly different from
zero in the 1947–1997 period. There are greater greenhouse
warming and sulphate cooling trends in our analysis than in
T99 (compare our Figure 13 with Figure 2a of T99) in all
but the 1947–1997 period. Thus, while the total anthropo-
genic warming estimated here (using HadCM3) is similar to
that of T99 and S01 (using HadCM2), the partitioning into
warming from greenhouse gases and cooling from other
anthropogenic forcings is different.
[84] Finally, as in the earlier century analyses, we omit
the effect of stratospheric ozone decline and repeat our
analysis. We find that the residuals are similar, except
during 1947–1997 when the fit to observations is too good
for truncations greater than 17, suggesting that the model
may have too much internal variability. Though the same
signals are detected, the amplitude of G is significantly
smaller than unity in the 1937–1987 and 1947–1997
analyses, meaning that the simulated response is signifi-
cantly too large. We also find that anthropogenic aerosols
and tropospheric ozone offset less greenhouse warming in
1947–1997 than in our original 50-year analysis. Since the
near-surface temperature responses in ANTHRO and
TROP-ANTHRO are similar, then some of our results
may be sensitive to relatively small amounts of noise in
the signals. Alternatively, they may be sensitive to the
highly uncertain ozone forcing.
5.4. Free-Atmosphere Changes
[85] Several earlier detection and attribution studies have
focused on the changes in the zonally averaged temperature
of the free atmosphere [Santer et al., 1996b, 1996a; Tett et
al., 1996; AT99]. Although it turns out that the stratospheric
changes are not particularly well represented in this study
by the truncated eigenvectors of the appropriate covariance
matrix, we have included this analysis to show how the new
simulations compare with earlier work. In particular, we
wish to see if the conclusions in the earlier study still hold
when the response to natural forcings is taken into account.
We examine the difference between the 10-year zonal mean
from 1986–1995 and the 20-year zonal mean for 1961–
1980, as given by AT99.
[86] Earlier, we showed that the changes in the free
atmosphere simulated by TROP-ANTHRO and GHG are
Figure 13. Best-estimate linear trend and uncertainty
ranges (in K /century) for 50-year timescale analysis. Colors
and symbols are as in Figure 8, with the addition of total
anthropogenic trend (pale blue crosses), total trend (black
pluses), and observed trends (black squares).
Figure 14. Best-estimate reconstruction of temperature variations for (a) 1907–1957 and (b)1947–
1997. Symbols are as in Figure 9, but are reconstructed from data from which the 50-year mean had first
been removed.
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similar. We therefore do not use GHG in this analysis,
examining combinations of TROP-ANTHRO, ANTHRO,
and NATURAL. This assumes that the relative amplitudes
of the G and SOT responses are as in TROP-ANTHRO.
To separate the impact of stratospheric ozone decline from
all other anthropogenic effects, we transform the ampli-
tude of the TROP-ANTHRO and ANTHRO signals to
give amplitudes of GSOT (all anthropogenic forcings
except stratospheric ozone decline) and OS (stratospheric
ozone decline on climate); see section 4.5 and Appendix B
for details.
[87] In the three-signal case the maximum truncation of
CN is seven. For truncations beyond this, the ratio of the
residual to control variance is 3–5 times too large
(Figure 15a). At truncation 7 the filtered observations
contain 48% of the observed mass-weighted variance
(Table l1) compared to 71% at truncation 36 (the truncation
we believe is the largest we could reasonably consider,
given the estimated DOF of CN; see Table 1). The SNR for
the two anthropogenic signals is reasonably high (Table 1),
while the SNR for the natural signal is <1.
[88] The GSOT OS and NATURAL case has residual
variance consistent with CONTROL for all truncations less
than or equal to seven (Figure 15a). At these truncations,
OS and NATURAL are consistent with unity and zero; that
is, they are not detected, but the simulated amplitudes
could be correct (Figures 15c and 15d). GSOT is detected
but is inconsistent with unity (Figure 15b). Its best-
estimate value is 0.65, suggesting that the simulated tropo-
spheric response is 50% stronger than the observed
response.
[89] Our failure to detect NATURAL does not rule out
the possibility of a statistically significant natural influence
on climate, because the simulated signal is noise contami-
nated and so could be substantially in error. Furthermore,
there remains the possibility that natural effects may have an
influence on shorter timescales, for example, the strato-
spheric warming associated with volcanoes and possible
links between changes in the upper tropospheric circulation
and the solar cycle [e.g., Salby and Callaghan, 2000; Hill et
al., 2001].
[90] Above truncation 7 the residual variance is 3–5
times larger than that of CONTROL (Figure 15a), and we
now consider why this might be. The observations filtered
by these leading seven eigenvectors do capture the gross
features of the tropospheric warming (Figure 16a). How-
ever, at this truncation the filtered observations do not
show the observed stratospheric cooling (Figure 2b) as
seen more clearly in the difference between the raw and
the filtered observations (Figure 16b). The raw observa-
tions are cooler in the stratosphere and are 0.1 K warmer
throughout large regions of the troposphere than are the
filtered observations. Therefore our failure at truncations
greater than seven is probably due to the simulated strato-
spheric variability being too small, though gross signal
error cannot be ruled out. At truncation 7 the best-estimate
Figure 15. Sensitivity to truncation for free atmosphere analysis. (a) Ratio of the residual to the
CONTROL variance (solid line with asterisks), using a logarithmic scale. Other details of plot are as
Figure 7. Note that CONTROL variance has been inflated (see section 4 for details). Vertical dotted line
shows truncation 7, the largest truncation for which the residual and CONTROL variance are consistent.
Shown as a function of truncation are the best-estimate amplitudes (thin lines), 5–95% detection
uncertainties (shading), and 5–95% amplitude consistency uncertainties (shading plus thick lines) for (b)
GSOXT, (c) OS, and (d) NATURAL.
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warming from GSOT is similar to the filtered observations
(Figure 16a) in the troposphere.
6. Summary and Conclusions
[91] We have presented results from a set of simulations
of HadCM3. It has a physically based interactive sulphur
cycle, a simple parameterization of the first indirect effect of
sulphate aerosols [Twomey, 1974], and a more complete and
accurate radiation scheme than its predecessor, HadCM2,
allowing explicit representation of well-mixed greenhouse
gases. HadCM3 has higher resolution in the ocean than
HadCM2, and additional changes were made to the atmos-
pheric component of the model. These changes have
removed the need for flux adjustments to keep the model
stable for multicentury integrations.
[92] We forced the model with ‘‘historical’’ changes in
greenhouse gas concentrations, sulphate emissions, tropo-
spheric and stratospheric ozone, and solar irradiance
changes, and changes in volcanic stratospheric aerosol in
four ensembles each of four simulations. Total simulated
anthropogenic forcing is almost constant from 1980 onward
due to a strong negative forcing from stratospheric ozone
decline. Despite this, ensembles with and without ozone
decline warm at similar rates. This negative forcing due to
ozone is outside the range quoted by Schimel et al. [1996]
and is partly due to changes in tropopause height. There-
fore, we plan to investigate both forcing and response in
more detail in a subsequent publication. Other anthropo-
genic forcings are within the range quoted by Shine et al.
[1995].
[93] We found that the effects of well-mixed greenhouse
gases, other anthropogenic effects (largely the indirect effect
of sulphate aerosols), and natural causes (solar irradiance
changes and volcanic eruptions) could be detected in the
record of surface temperature change during the entire
twentieth century. The best fit combination of simulations
was consistent with observations during the century and in
all 50-year periods we considered. We detected the
responses to both well-mixed greenhouse gases and other
anthropogenic forcings in all six 50-year periods we inves-
tigated. We also detected the response to natural forcings in
the 1907–1957 period, but this was not robust to some
technical details of the analysis.
[94] We found that the early twentieth century warming
can be explained by a response to natural forcings, a large
warming, relative to other factors, from internal climate
variability, with the effect of greenhouse gases largely being
balanced by other anthropogenic forcings. During 1907–
1957 we found that there was negligible net anthropogenic
warming, with the effect of greenhouse gases largely being
balanced by other anthropogenic forcings. Therefore, in this
period, the warming was largely naturally caused. Recon-
structions of temperature changes, using proxy indicators,
of the last 500–1000 years [Crowley, 2000; Mann et al.,
1998] suggest that the observed warming in this period is
unusually rapid. If our analyses are correct, in attributing it
largely to natural causes, this was an unusual natural event.
We believe that further investigation of this period is
needed.
[95] The late century warming was largely explained by
greenhouse gases offset by the effect of volcanic aerosol
and the indirect effect of anthropogenic aerosols. Over the
entire century, natural forcings make no net contribution as
they warm early in the century and cool from the 1960s on.
Greenhouse gases warm at a rate of 0.9 ± 0.24 K /century,
while other anthropogenic forcings cool at a rate of 0.4 ±
0.26 K /century, giving a total anthropogenic warming of
0.5 ± 0.15 K /century.
[96] On 50-year timescales our results are generally
similar to that of Tett et al. [1999], with similar total
anthropogenic warming. We find more warming from
greenhouse gases and more cooling from sulphates and
ozone than do Tett et al. [1999] in all periods except the
1947–1997 period, when we find less sulphate cooling.
Thus the total anthropogenic warming is robust to using
HadCM3 rather than HadCM2, but the contributions from
different factors are less so.
[97] We detected the effect of other anthropogenic forc-
ings on the radiosonde record of temperature change in the
free atmosphere from 1961 to 1995, but with a simulated
tropospheric response 50% too large. We found no evi-
Figure 16. (a) Observed changes in zonal mean tempera-
ture filtered by projection onto the leading seven eigenvec-
tors of CN. A contour interval of 0.1 K is used between 0 K
(bold contour) and 0.6 K, with additional contours at 0.2,
0.5, and 1 K and with dark shading above 0.3 K and
light shading below 0.2 K. (b) Raw observations minus
data from Figure 16a (i.e., what the filtering removes). A
contour interval of 0.1 K is used between 0.2 and 0.6 K,
with additional contours at 0.5 and 1 K. The zero contour
is bold, with light shading for differences below 0.2 K and
with dark shading for differences above 0.1 K.
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dence of a climatic effect from stratospheric ozone decline
nor a natural effect on the free troposphere. Analysis on
shorter timescales might detect the influence of volcanic
eruptions and the solar cycle.
[98] The most crucial caveat in our work is that the
variability we use to compute uncertainty limits is derived
from simulations. Analysis of the free atmosphere suggests
that the simulated stratospheric variance is too small by as
much as a factor of 5. Collins et al. [2002] compared the
variability of simulated summer near-surface temperatures
from CONTROL with a proxy temperature data set from
circa 1400 to 1950. These results suggest that the internal
variance of HadCM3 is 2–3 times smaller than the variance
estimated from the proxy data, but at least some of the
differences may be due to neglect of naturally forced
climate variability. After inflating the simulated variance
by a factor of 5, we still detected the effect of greenhouse
gases, though not other factors.
[99] Before 1979, there is little direct measurement of the
changes in solar irradiance and thus considerable uncer-
tainty in its time series. For example, we could have used
the time series of Hoyt and Schatten [1993] rather than Lean
et al. [1995a]. These time series are based on different
assumptions about what determines solar irradiance change
on decadal to century timescales. There is also some
uncertainty in the forcing from explosive volcanic erup-
tions. Lacis et al. [1992] quote a forcing from volcanoes of
30 W/m2 (without stratospheric adjustment) per unit aerosol
optical depth. We find a forcing of 20 W/m2 per unit aerosol
optical depth once we include stratospheric adjustment. In
the century analysis we found that the simulated and
observed responses to natural forcings agreed, but in several
50-year analyses they did not agree. Since we only carried
out simulations with total natural forcing, we were not able
to explore differential error in the solar and volcanic
forcings.
[100] European surface observations indicate that the
model has about half the anthropogenic sulphate aerosol
concentrations observed. Nonsulphate aerosols such as
black carbon have not been taken into account. Since black
carbon exerts a positive forcing and there should be a strong
correlation between the spatial and temporal distributions of
sulphur and black carbon emissions from fossil fuel com-
bustion, this may mitigate the effect of the underestimated
direct sulphate forcing. Furthermore, the bulk of the neg-
ative radiative forcing (offsetting the effect of the well-
mixed greenhouse gases) is due to the first indirect effect of
sulphate aerosol on cloud albedo, the magnitude of which is
extremely uncertain [Schimel et al., 1996], as is the impact
of underestimating anthropogenic sulphate aerosol concen-
trations on it. We have not included the second indirect
effect, which increases cloud lifetime [Albrecht, 1989],
which could be of similar importance to the first indirect
effect.
[101] In our simulations, stratospheric ozone decline
produced a strong negative forcing but a weak near-surface
temperature response. If we neglect this forcing, we find
that the simulated response to greenhouse gases is signifi-
cantly overestimated in the 1937–1987 and 1947–1997
periods.
[102] We have not considered the effects of other
forcings, such as changes in land-surface properties and
mineral dust, which could have affected climate. Nor have
we considered the effect of observational error on our
results, which may be significant for the radiosonde data
[Gaffen et al., 2000]. Finally, we have not explicitly
considered the effect of noise in the signals. In the
century analysis the natural signal has a low signal-to-
noise ratio, so that its estimated amplitude is biased
toward zero and the computed uncertainty ranges are
probably too small. Work is in progress to investigate
the effects of such contamination. Nevertheless, our
results strongly suggest that anthropogenic forcings have
been the dominant cause of temperature changes over the
last 30–50 years.
Appendix A.
Appendix A.1. Computations of Radiative Forcings
[103] Radiative forcing at the tropopause varies because
of changes in the composition of radiatively active sub-
stances such as CO2 and aerosols and also because of
changes in the climate of the stratosphere [Schimel et al.,
1996; Hansen et al., 1997]. In this appendix we derive an
expression that allows us to calculate it and then show how
the forcing was computed for each component.
[104] Radiative forcing (F ) is defined as
F ¼ F S1;R1ð Þ  F S0;R0ð Þ; ðA1Þ
where F is the net flux across the tropopause, S is the
stratospheric climate, and R is the composition of the
radiatively active substances. States are labeled 1 (perturbed
state, for example, current concentrations of CH4) and 0
(reference state against which forcing is computed, for
example, preindustrial concentrations of CH4).
[105] We can rewrite (A1) as
F ¼ SF R0ð Þ þRF S1ð Þ; ðA2Þ
where we define
SF R0ð Þ ¼ F S1;R0ð Þ  F S0;R0ð Þ
and
RF S1ð Þ ¼ F S1;R1ð Þ  F S1;R0ð Þ:
[106] From the perturbed simulations, we diagnosed the
instantaneous forcing (RF(S1)) by calling the radiation
scheme twice. In one call the changes in forcing agents were
applied (R1), and in the other call the forcing agent was kept
at its preindustrial composition (R0). After both calls the
increments from the first call were then applied to update
the model state with radiative diagnostics stored from both.
The instantaneous forcing was then computed as the differ-
ence in total flux at the tropopause (diagnosed by the model
at each point and time step) between the two calls. This
differs from Schimel et al. [1996], who compute instanta-
neous forcing from RF(S0).
[107] We computed the adjustment of the forcing
(SF(R0)) as the change in downward flux (SF
#(R0)) at
the tropopause, with any change in the upward flux being
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considered part of the climate system’s response, not its
forcing. Then we have
SF
# R0ð Þ ¼ F# S1;R0ð Þ F# S0;R0ð Þ
¼ F# S1;R1ð Þ RF# S1ð Þ F# S0;R0ð Þ
[108] This then gives the total radiative forcing:
F ¼F# S1;R1ð Þ RF# S1ð Þ  F# S0;R0ð Þ
zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{Adjustment
þ
RF S1ð Þ|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
Instantaneous
ðA3Þ
[109] We compute total radiative forcing from this
equation. The adjustment to the forcing (the change in
flux due to changes in the stratospheric temperature and
the change in height of the tropopause) was computed
using the first three terms. The first term was diagnosed in
the main simulation, the second term was diagnosed by
calling the radiation code twice in the same simulation,
and the third term was diagnosed from a reference
simulation. Note that the tropopause height, which has
adjusted to the forcing factors, will be different from that
in the reference simulation. We computed the instantane-
ous forcing as outlined earlier. Note that (A3) could be
rewritten as
F ¼ F# S1;R1ð Þ  F# S0;R0ð Þ þ RF" S1ð Þ; ðA4Þ
that is, the difference in downward flux between the forced
and control simulations plus the instantaneous change in
upward flux.
[110] Variations in tropopause height are not normally
considered in radiative forcing calculations. We believe that
this effect should be included to the extent that the height of
the tropopause changes due to changes in the stratospheric
climate. Tropopause height can also vary systematically
because of changes in the troposphere and is thus part of
the climate system’s response. Most of our computations of
radiative forcing use experiments with fixed SSTs, so, to
first order, any changes in the tropopause are due to changes
in stratospheric climate (or noise).
Appendix A.2. Diagnosis of Radiative Forcings
Appendix A.2.1. Greenhouse gases
[111] A 15-month simulation of HadAM3 using climato-
logical SSTs was carried out with twice the preindustrial
values of CO2, and the total forcing was diagnosed from the
last 12 months of that simulation. The reference state used
current concentrations of CO2. The forcing was then scaled
by log[CO2] to obtain the time-dependent forcing. For N2O
and CH4, single time step simulations with each individu-
ally and with both were carried out. The forcing for each
was independently scaled by the square root of the concen-
tration, and the overlap factor was computed according to
Shine et al. [1990], scaled to match the simulation in which
both gases were included. The forcing from HCFCs is
calculated from the Schimel et al. [1996] values, rescaled
to give agreement with instantaneous forcing diagnosed
from the full model and then to allow for a small strato-
spheric adjustment.
Appendix A.2.2. Sulphates
[112] Single-year reruns of sections of the first HadCM3
ANTHRO simulation were used to diagnose forcing due to
both the direct and indirect effects. These reruns were
carried out for the years 1860, 1900, 1950, 1975, and
2000. Three calls were made to the radiation code: The
first call had the direct effect of sulphates removed, and in
the second call the cloud albedo perturbation was not
applied. The third call was used to evolve the model
simulation as in the standard HadCM3 run and so had both
effects included. Forcings were then computed from the
differences between the first and third calls (direct forcing)
and between the second and third calls (indirect forcing) and
were linearly interpolated in time. No account was taken of
stratospheric adjustment in these calculations.
Appendix A.2.3. Ozone
[113] Seasonally varying ozone for the years 1860, 1900,
1950, 1975, 1990, and 2000 used in ANTHRO simulations
were used to force several simulations of HadAM3. Each
simulation used seasonally varying climatological SSTs and
the ozone values (both tropospheric and stratospheric) for
one of the years and was integrated for 3 years. All other
climate forcings were set to the CONTROL values. Data
were discarded from the first year of each integration to
allow the stratosphere to adjust, and forcings were com-
puted as earlier. The stratospheric adjustment was computed
by differencing the average downward tropopause fluxes
from a 10-year control simulation using the same SSTs but
using preindustrial ozone values.
[114] Similar computations were done for tropospheric
and stratospheric only ozone changes for 1975, 1990, and
1998 conditions. Forcings were then linearly interpolated in
time. In 1998 we found global averages of the instanta-
neous forcing due to stratospheric ozone to be 0.04 W/m2,
the adjustment forcing to be 0.57 W/m2, and the total
forcing to be 0.53 W/m2. If the calculations are done with
a fixed tropopause, then the instantaneous forcing is 0.10
W/m2 and the adjustment is 0.41 W/m2, giving a total
forcing of 0.31 W/m2.
Appendix A.2.4. Natural
[115] Forcing was computed by setting the reference
values of solar irradiance, its distribution, and volcanic
aerosol across the solar spectrum to their control values
and calling the radiation code once every 15 hours through-
out the coupled simulations. Sampling the forcing every
15 hours gives good coverage of the diurnal cycle over a
month. In these simulations, there may be some feedbacks
on the stratosphere, and thus on the adjusted fluxes, from
changes in tropospheric temperatures, but, as the near-sur-
face temperature changes are generally small (Figure 3d) we
neglect them.
Appendix B. Transformations
[116] We use the linear transformation, A, to transform X
to X0.
[117] Given
X0 ¼ XA
X0~b0 ¼ X~b ¼ y;
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then
X A~b0
  ¼ X~b;
thus
~b0 ¼ A1~b: ðB1Þ
[118] For example,
G; SO; NATURALð Þ ¼
GHG; ANTHRO; NATURALð Þ
11 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
0
@
1
A
then
~bG
~bSO
~bNATURAL
0
@
1
A ¼
1 1 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
0
@
1
A
~bGHG
~bANTHRO
~bNATURAL
0
@
1
A
and similarly for the other transformations we use.
[119] To obtain the transformation for ~V ~b
 
, premultiply
equation (2) by A1, giving
A1~b ¼ A1FTy
~b0 ¼ A1FTy;
thus
F0T ¼ A1FT :
~V ~b0
 ¼ F0TCN2F0
¼ A1FTCN2FA1
T
¼ A1 ~V ~b A1T : ðB2Þ
Notation
~b Best-estimate scaling of simulated
signals.
CN covariance matrix used for optimiza-
tion.
CN2 covariance matrix used to estimate
uncertainties.
n1 estimated DOF of CN.
n2 estimated DOF of CN2 .
X matrix of simulated signals; each
column is a signal.
y observations.
~V ~b
 
covariance of ~b.
k truncation applied to CN.
mi size of ith ensemble.
GHG simulated response to well-mixed
greenhouse gases.
ANTHRO simulated response to greenhouse
gases,
sulphates, and ozone.
TROP-ANTHRO as in ANTHRO but without strato-
spheric ozone decline.
NATURAL simulated response to solar irradiance
and volcanic aerosol forcings.
CONTROL control simulation.
G response to well-mixed greenhouse
gases.
S response to direct and first indirect
effect of sulphates.
OT response to tropospheric ozone.
OS response to stratospheric decline.
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